RESULTS OF A 10-DAY EVALUATION CONCERNING AGREEMENT IMPLEMENTATION ON CESSATION OF VIOLENCE IN ACEH

The implementation of the agreement to stop violence which has been agreed by the RI and GAM field commanders on 10 February 2001, regardless of its weaknesses and strengths has taken place for 10 days.

Both the RI and GAM parties have met again on 22 February 2001 to evaluate the agreement implementation comprehensively. Based on the results of the 10-day evaluation on the agreement to stop violence in Aceh, both of the parties conclude that the results reached have not maximally been implemented. The indication of this is that some violent incidents still occur in the field.

Therefore, both the RI and GAM field commanders agree to carry out the next evaluation on 27 February 2001 regarding the implementation of cessation of violence in Aceh. For this evaluation, they have also agreed on the following agenda:

1. Both parties agree to discuss the expansion of the field commander meetings which involve other field commanders from selected areas.
2. Both parties agree to involve other field commanders at the higher levels.
3. Both parties are committed to ensure the security of local, national and international humanitarian workers and other humanitarian organizations to distribute aids and provide health services in Aceh.
4. Both parties agree to maintain law and order in Aceh and to punish criminals and other law violators. These actions are based on the legal procedures and in the spirit of the previous meetings in Geneva, between the RI and GAM.
5. Both parties agree that the police carries out its normal functions.

Both parties demand that both the TNI/POLRI and GAM field personnel are to observe and implement seriously the agreement of cessation of violence in Aceh on the basis of the RI and GAM meeting dated 10 February 2001. They also demand that the Acehnese community supports and help to implement successfully the agreement in order to reach peace in Aceh.
Signed by:

Representatives of Field Commanders of the TNI/POLRI

1. KB. Pol. Drs. Manahan Daulay (Representing POLDA Aceh)

2. AKB. Pol. Drs. D. Anggalaksana Ali (Representing POLDA Aceh)

3. Letkol. Inf. Iskandar (Kasrem 011/Lilawangsa)

4. Letkol. Inf. Ayardi (Kasrem 012/Teuku Umar)

Representatives of Field Commanders of the GAM

1. Tgk. Amri Bin Abd. Wahab (Representing GAM Field Commander)

2. Tgk. Saiful Bin Muhammad (Representing GAM Field Commander)

3. Tgk. Mustafa Bin M. Jafar (Representing GAM Field Commander)

Witnessed by:

Representative of JCSM of the RI

Henry Dunant Center

Representative of JCSM of the GAM

KB. Pol. Drs. Ridwan Karim

Dominik Knill

Tgk. Nashiruddin Bin Ahmed